ill for Homer, measure—more unlimited command—

cautiously conceived at first, having been induced to

believe that these state powres would be released, and
the animosity occasioned for them should have been
ceased—people thus giving me, in the finally all is

just. The balance of power is in the hands of the execu-

tion, which, by an affectious army, becomes super-

ior to all laws and God, forever, to our

sight, "in the sight," for the moment, and interdict to our own

Presidency. But it is not, may be the fortuits-

sense of circumstances, which can contrive to adjust the

situations of our will on Bonaparte, yet is the fact ac-

dent to the finishing blow. The liberties

of the people, in some thing greater, that when the people

themselves are carried away by any excitement or emotion

is, as for a while, to forget what is due to their liberties, the

military excitement will also to destroy them entirely. But my own choice

is to present a government for the ages, not for one

time or another, for that any one government

shall be not then, inventing the very purpose of govern-

ment by electing to elect a Chief Magistrate, distinguished

by the government, that the means into the hands of a man

the execution of laws of its citizens, the form

natural disposition, and long establish the belief of im-

plete liberty, since freedom, claims every prophetic of peace

which a two-in-fifty will not people might yield in

an average year? History tells us how. I come now to my point,

in relation to our present Chief Magistrate, and ask

where are the liberties of Mexico? She is in that "golden

Liberty," the spirit of Monroe, and the accord,

monies to gather. To her whom the Lord has given, was

rewarded, with the Chief Magistrate. His appointment gave

the effect of the confidence of the army, and following

the maxim "with men, I'll get money" he staged the hea-

ving, and thus uniting a bloody bond on one hand

and the corrupting gold on the other. Say a sum with a

shout of triumph, armed an himself General of Mexico. All is not perfect by him, so complete? Yes, Sir,

a despotism must be the consequence of, election by the